
  

  

PICK YOUR WAY TO FAME & FORTUNE 

by 
Alexander Mundy 

Many of our readers have expressed an interest in making 
lock picks because they cannot purchase them from a local 
loeksmith supplier, A work of caution must prevail because 
in some states possession of lock picks may be considered 
possession of burglar's tools and we wouldn't want any local 
authorities to consider TAP readers burglars now, would we? 
To make lock picks you need either high carbon spring stcel 
cra steel (or is it "steal"?) called SAE 1074, It should be 
approximately 5/16" wide and .020 or .026 thick, In most 
cases the .020 is prefered, You will also need a set of files: 
warding, triangle, and coarse round, In addition you will also 
need some emery cloth, a small vice, a bench grinder or a 
dremel tool, To start, pick out a pick pattern from the ones 
shown or make your own following the ideas of picks shown, 
Cut out the pattern. Then polish a length of spring steel on 
one side and glue the pattern to the polished side. Grind the 
pick to 1/16 of an inch from the outline taking care to avoid 
burning the steel. Finish the pick by using the files or dremel 
twol until the same shape is obtained. The pick is finished by 
polishing it with emery cloth which is slightly wetted with oil, 
‘The pick handles can be made more comfortable by building 
up the handles with two strips of steel or by covering the 
bandles with tape or neat shrink tubing. 

To make the tension wrenches (You will need them- this 
is NCT the movies!) you will need the following sizes of 
spring steel: 

Heavy wrench ~~ 
Medium wrench «030 x .125 
Light wrench ------ .025 x ,105 

To make the wrench the steel has to be bent at a right 
angle. (Don't we all?) In order to do this the steel must be 
beated until it is red hot and then bent, After the wrench is 
bent it has to be heat treated to regain its original strength. 
instructions on heat treating can be found in metalworking 
text books, After heat treating the wrench can be finished 
off with an emery cloth, It is VERY important that you not 
only use a high quality steel but that you use a high quality 
steel of the correct hardness, If the steel is too soft the picks 
will bend and if the steel is too hard the picks will break. 
Now wouldn't you feel foolish if after all your work making 
your own lock picks you still couldn't get into Mommy's & 
Daddy's strong box because you used inferior materials? 

+045 x .125    
  

For all you up and coming young thieves may I recommend 
OF OCKSMITHS 

available from TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge-Summit, Pa, 17214 

$6. 96 plus postage. 
And on a final note let me report that several enterprising 

TAP readers have written in to report moderate success 
using their picks attached to an electric toothbrush, It seems 
that several electric toothbrush manufacturers have just the 
right vibration frequency for very effective lock picking! 
Can this be the return of the evil Mr. Tooth Decay? 

PICKING TOOLS 

—— 

RAKE BALL 

oo 

DIAMOND HOOK 

All picks shown are reduced from actual size, @ 
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Dear TAP, 
Are safe deposit boxes really safe? Of curse + 
Have you ever wondered how certnin pe: 

a large quantity of these boxes ina short peri 
certain holels? Well, I'l tell you, First, mast 
cases are made of die ast metal, therefore, it L 
easily. To gain "admission" obtain an autor tive 
making sure that it's the heavy duty type. Next yer 
sheet metal screws that will fit be key bole of the Lock suns 
a large screwdriver or a small crow bar. "a open the bx 
screw the dent puller into the keyhole in this posili om: 

Screw in here 
Shell 
Trunion 
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puller 

  

Give the puller 2 few shots and it shoulu open du 
pletely or far enough to stick a screwdriver r 
to finish We job. 

     

Open Sesame, 

Alexander Mundy 

Youth Hot Line Reports, Inc. 1976 - Do not make checks 
out to Youth Hot Line Reports, PLEASE! Movement groups 
may reprint without permission with TAP's address given 
with all credits, Please send us a copy of reprinted work. 
WARNING: We will prosecute copyright violators.



Electronics for the Dope Dealer a 
Hon to Beat, The Mon 

by Don Victor Harbolt 

If you're into dealing or smuggling, there are a number of 
precantions and countermeasures you can take that will defin~ 
it-ly Increase your chances of survival, No longer do you 
have So be a paranoid personality in order to suspect that 
your telephone is tapped, that someone is following you, or 
‘het your best friend is wearing a bug when he comes to make 
4s next buy, 

‘lo matter what you read or hear, there is no perfectly 
reliable way that you can use to find out if your telephone 
“5 bugged. If you ask the telephone company to run a check 
and your local law enforcement agency is listening, the tele- 
phone company will cheerfully report that there's not a bug 
anywhere on your line. Sophisticated equipment for deter~ 
ining if you're bugged {s very expensive and more often than 

+, I:!s subject to false reporting = or worse, nonereporting. 
Su, 1t logically follows that if you can't make sure your 
line Is clear, don't sa} on it that you wouldn't 
vant Clarence Kelley ar "ZS easy to call back your 

ends from a pay station when they want to talk about that 
< kilo or the next one, To make perfectly sure that our 

ix. blue don't stumble onto you because they were moni- 

toring his Line, it's suggested that you beth go to a tele~ 
phone booth and discuss your dealing.,.and even then, it 
wouldn't be cool to keep going to the same booth. 

Oecasionally, friends will ask me about voice scramblers 
for using with the phone, These instruments are expensive 
and aren't that secure, If you simply need time after your 
phone conversation, these units will give it to you, but 

Government, has equipment that can decode these recorded 
conversations - whether it takes an hour or a week. The 

ore sophisticated units use a technique where the code is 
unged every few moments, thus the unscrambling is made 

that much more difficult, Expect to pay $4 000 for each of 
these units, though, One manufacturer of this equipment ie 
‘Technical Materials Company, 

Another method of keeping your freedom is by utilizing 
‘ve “poeket=pager" that's available from a lot of the an= 
swering services, Whenever one of your customers wants to 
ploy "Let's Make a Deal", he merely calls the telephone 
answering service and asks the operator to page you and 
nave you call Fred at the office, without telling her the 
number he's calling from, She then picks off your page 
number and a pocket pager that you hide on your person 
veeps. You then depress the button and receive the message 
uo sull Fred, You previously made plans for "Fred" to be 
at 4 pre-determined number and you go to a pay station and 
sive Mma call, This has the advantage of not only never 

cing that important cell from your best customer, but 
iy also prevents your best customer from knowing what your 
home telephone number is and consequently, whet your address 
is, There's no implication here that your customer might be 
dissatisfied with your product, but rather, that he got busted 
and has been playing a little "Let's Make @ Deal! himself with 
The Man, If you really want to get slick, you can use a call 
diverter which simply is a device that dials you at another 
number whenever your usual line rings, and then automatically 
connects you with the calling party wherever you are. This 

system, when used with the Rovaphone®, makes an extremely 
secure system, The Rovaphone® is a device that transmits 
your ckt1s over a radio frequency. So, you put the trans~ 
nitver (which connects to your regular telephone line) in an 
apartment, and sorgss the street, where you really live, you 
nave the Rovaphone® itself. It looks like a regular telephone, 
but instead of having e cord coming out, it has an antenna, 
Your call is received in the "empty" apartment and is then 
wansmitted to your phone in another nearly apartment. This 
way, when the nares come busting in after finding out what 
your address is through your telephone listing, they're’ 
confronted with an empty apartment ~ no stash or dealer any~ 
where to be found, 

In a lot of instances, it's wise to monitor the radio 
frequency of the Drug Enforcement Agency(DEA) or that of your 
local nares, Receivers are available at your local electronics 
store thet do this very nicely, If the constant chatter and 
screech of cops talking on their radio makes you paranoid, then 
get one of the units which has a built-in cassette recorder 
which records these calls. Then you can sit down at the end 
of the day when your head's together and review what sll tran~ 
spired during the preceding twenty-four hours in about thirty 
minutes, Many electronics stores will be happy to supply you 
with crystals for your receiver that are on the appropriate 

    

    

   

    

      

    

      

frequencies, There is an exception, and that's the Federal 
Government frequencies, Very few people know what they arc 
but you can find out by getting next to a two-way technician 
who services these units (a kilo will do nicely). The Federal 
Government uses only General Electric and Motorola wo-way 
equipment and they're lisicd in tie Yellow Pegee under Hadio 
Coumunications Service and Equipment..,so let your fingers du 
the walking. Most of thes frequencies (FBI, DEA, Border 
Patrol, etc.) are in the 168-170 mz portion of the spectrum, 
with the exception of some areas near the borders where they 
use a 450nHz repeater system, As of now, few (CIA & Secret 

Service) of the Federal agencies are using seramblers, If 
they should ever go to them, then try using a descrambler, 
A number of good models are made by PDQ Electronics in North 
Little Rock, Arkansas. Also, if you're a traveling man, there's 
a directory of police frequencies available from Conmunfcationa 
Company, P.0,Box 56, Commack, NY. It's best, however, to check 
with a local electronics dealer to find out what channels the 
nares are on. 

Fossibly you are wondering what you can do to immunize 
yourself from being bugged by your best customer when he comes 
to score, If he's wired for sound when you make your deal, 
you're in real trouble, Most of the unite used ere portable 
transmitters which allow agents to listen in and to record 
this conversation in their car, They operate in the area of 
58 to 108 me, with some Treasury bugs operating on the same 
frequency as their two-way radio, Once again, your neighbor- 
hood electronics dealer can supply you with a "field strength 
meter" which will rat on these rats when they walk in the door 
and get close to it. Spend a little extra and get a good one. 
It could save you a little time - like about ten years, But 
what about the guy who's wired for sound with e miniature tape 
recorder? The best protection here is to look your man over 
well and have some background music playing while you discuss 
the pertinent parts of your transaction, Some of these re- 
corders are the size of a billfold, so use caution, However, 
on the small units playing and recording time 1e limited to 
about thirty minutes, 

In Increasing mumbers dealers have been using two-way radio 
equipment themselves in order to get their game down tight. 
In one instance, it caused a bust, ‘The dealer made his mis- 
take by using a mobile telephone and a housew!fe who was also 
a radio amateur and had nothing better to do than eavesdrop on 
mobile calls, reported him lo the irizona narcs, Mobile tele- 
phones are definitely no-no, They aren't private by any means, 
If you need good, dependable radio communications equipment, 
go to used FM commercial two-ways in the 30-50 miiz bend. The 
chances of somebody overhearing you are small, Hven then, it's 
good not to openly discuss the going prices and where ‘Zhe Man 
is. Use a simple code that you can work up in a few minutes, 
Anyone hearing "121 a code 3, section 2 at 4" would never guess 
that it means a highway patrol unit with a roadblock four miles 
ahead. Citizens band units are a Joke and should never be used, 
These commercial units, unlike oitizen's band, are professional 
pieces of equipment like The Man uses himself, They can be 
bought cheap from used two-way dealers like Gregory Electronica, 
249 Route 46, Saddle Brook, NJ or on the West Coast, try Mann 
Communications in Tarzana and Phoenix, The price for 2 used 
General Electric progress line unit can be as low as $100, 

It wouldn't be a bad idea to take that “field strength meter" 
out to the car occasionally, Walk around your car and check the 
meter for movement while the ignition is on, Frequently, The 
Man will use a "bumper beeper" to tail you from a distance, 
This transmitter lets him, keep up on your location without his 
having to get close enough for you to realize he's following 
you. If you are bugged with one of these units, you might 
consider attaching 1t to the underside of eome police cruiser 
after you've removed it, Incidentally, there are two types, 
one which obtains it's power from the vehicle's battery and 
the other uses a self-contained battery, The advantage of 
using your car's power is obvious ~ no more of those embarres+ 
sing battery changes need take place, 

There are a lot of ways to decrease the likelihood of a 
bust by using electronics and only a few of them have been 
discussed here. Many of the methods are quite complicated 

and could even be employed to stop rip-off artista beating 
you for your stash, It's only limited by your imagination, 
Slectronice, and what you know about the people who are out 
to stop you, Consider the smuggler who flies ty the border 
radar (ADIZ) as if they didn't oxist, He uses a vader 
counter-measures unit designed for the US Air Force, Or the 
smuggler who checks the border fences using one of the "star~ 
scope" units the Army has been using in Viet Nam, Those are 
the more esoteric ways of countering The Man and require the 
services of a trained electronics freak, If your operation 
is large enough, you should start looking for one of these 
men, because the larger your operation, the better the 
chances The Man is hip to it. 
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Piracy on the High Poles 
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works on the Home Box Office 
scrambling frequency. Try it! 

GET MUGGED !!! 
‘That's right, get mugged! Start off the New Year right 

planter for your Columbian Gold! 
2 $4.50. I you're 9 ‘S0¢ for postage. Total 

/P mug. The mug 9 white with black TAP 

1f, stop by the TAP office on Wednesdays: 

‘and stackable, Excellent for coffea, juice, 
‘beer oF for using 
Cost: $4 plus 

 
 

te pick up your mug and save the 50¢ postage charge. cheap mother yousse! 

by getting your TA. 
1090, 11 onces, 

‘are pro-rated, For all 
BOGEN HULA 

i 
‘you burn-outs, that means that if you send us 
the old sub rate, you will get only @ issues. 
Issues are 60¢ each, whether you tuy them as 
back Issues oF through a regular subecription. 
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TANDEM SCANNING 
by 

Dr. JOHN 

‘Tandem scanning is the most risky of all because it has to 
be done with a Blue Box, It is recommended that you use pay 
phones, Tandems usually have some rather interesting codes. 
So let's talk about them for a while - there are routing codes, 
operator codes, exchange codes, area codes, translation 
codes, service codes (special), Each will be discussed in 
detail. 
OPERATOR CODES - usually the last few digits sent - follows 
the routing codes. Here are the standard operator codes ; 
101 - test board for the specific toll office. Their purpose is 

to do trunk measurement and testing, 
121 - Inward operator - usually assists your local "O" operator 

in connecting to party. The 121 operator will not dial 
anything out of the toll area. As long as requests of 
assistance in dialing is in the LOCAL DIALING AREA 
or HER SERVING AREA, the operator will never ques- 

tion a call. 
131 - Directory assistance operator - this is similar to a 

565-1212 type except it is what the operator dials. 
141 - Rout and Rate ~ this is what the operator dials to gat : 

1, Rate information 
2. Routing information such as special overseas routing 

etc, The routing usually is to an overseas operator - 
usually to get them to connect you to a strange country 
not on the LOTC list of direct dial countries 
800-141 is a special WATS information service where 
the operator gets alternate routing info on WATS 

160-XXO - Overseas operators to various countries 
11XXX - Special marine verify operators where there are non 

standard codes. This is good scanning material - ie. 
from 11000 to 11999 can yield very interesting operators 
such as "leave word and call back" also "conference 
operators" 

TRANSLATION CODES - used for inwats and overseas dialing- 
also in verify. Most all translation codes start with a "1", 

INWATS - Some typical inwats codes are: 125, 135, 145, 
163, 164, 165, The third digit is the "Band" of the wats. 

3. 

done to retrieve the code. It is KP-213-000-ST or KP- 
000-ST into any California tandem. ‘You get a brief tone 
followed by a kachunk, then you key in a 3 digit office 
code which identifies the operator office that has asked 
for the check followed with the actual credit card number 
without the area code. For example, to check a credit 
card whose phone number is 264-2999 and RAO code is 
293, you'd make up an 3 digit office’ code (any will do) 
and dial 375-264-2999-293-J and the computer would 
give one of the following four responses : 

1, “Negative, negative 264-2999-293 Negative 
negative 264-2909-293 

2, "OK OK (Re-order)" 
3, "Re-key Re-key" (You must key in the CCN again) 
4, "Re~dial Re-dial" (You must do the KP - 000 - ST 

or KP-213-000-ST again). 
A complete scan was done on the 3 digit office codes. This 

was done in 1972 when the computer went into service. No one 
has done it since then, It might be possible now to remotely 
program it - to make it say OK OK to your favorite phone 
number, Another special code is 317-009. This is affection- 
ately known as the "Golden Goose" computer. It is very handy 
and I'm going to wxplain what bas been found , again by scanning. 
KP-317-009-ST gets you Beep Kerclink. Then KP-999+XXXxX 
XXXXXX-ST where XX are from 2 to 11 digits. If you key in 
less than 2 digits it will say "short short" and if you key in more 
then 11 digits it will say “long long". However, if you stay with- 
in the range, it will repeat back each digit you sent into it, The 
purpose is to check the operation of your Blue Box. Yes! I kid 
you notl It is an MF checker that works great! For example, 

if you key in KP-317-009-ST then KP-999-1234567890-ST and 
it says "one, two, three, five, six, eight, nine, zero", you 
know that four and seven aren't getting through and quess what- 
yah, you quessed it- the 700 Hz oscillator is either off frequency 
or lower in amplitude than the rest. The tolerance on the 317-009 
is much tighter than the regular tandems so it is great to use 
to keep your MF equipment up to par, however, getting through 
to 317-009 is possible and getting it to respond might be hard 
if all your tones are off frequency so try to tune your "little 
Blue toy organ" as close to frequency as possible before you 
tie up the line checking with the 317-009, It would be criminal 
to tie up this line checking your out-of-tune organ while other 
young Boxers are eagerly awaiting to check their handy work. 
Now let's suppose you are having trouble getting 202-456- 

O8X is also used where X is the band number. For example1212 to work and you want to find the routing code, First you 
you can reach any 800 number regardless of where you are key in KP-317-009-ST or KP-009-ST if you're already in 317. 
disregarding what band it is by dialing 085-424-9337 - you Then key in KP-202-456-ST and it will say "route area plus 
are band 5 to 800-424-9337, 084-424-9337 - you are band one two one" which means that 202-121 will get you the proper 
4 to 800-424-0337. You can also dial 145-9337 or 144-9337 operator, To get the proper operator for the number 707-777- 
etc. if you are in the 202 area code. The complete number 9999 you key in KP~317-009-ST then KP-707-777-ST and you 
is 202-145-9337. 

OVERSEAS - 18X codes are overseas operators access codes. 
To dial overseas, the standard operator code is : KP 
011 + CCC ST where CC is the country code. You then 
get routed to an appropriate "sender" at one of the gate- 
way cities and then you key in the country code + city 
code + number. The "senders" are : 

182 = White Plains, N. Y. 
183 = N.Y. City 
184 = Pittsburgh, Pa. 
185 = Orlando, Fla. 
186 = Oakland, Ca. 
187 = Denver, Colo. 
188 = New York -(NOT MONTREAL) 

‘To find out waat "sender" you get, key in KP + 000-0000 
+ ST to any of the above senders. For example, suppose 
you wanted to find out the sender that New Zealand is 
routed through. The CC for New Zealand is 064 so you 
would key in KP + 011 + 064+ ST, wait for your beep- 
click - tone, then key in KP + 000-0000 + ST, You would 
then hear "This is the international switching center in 
Denver, Colo, - This is a recording - 3031 " You now 
know that 187 was used, eee 

SERVICE ROUTING CODES - these codes go to Rou! at 
computers, credit card check computers, etc. In L.A. 

Bell installed a computer to check credit cards. This 
computer not only checks the RAO code with the actual 
credit card number (CCN) but it actually checks its 

should hear "route area plus zero zero one" -"check nine" 
which means that 707-001 will get you the operator for the 
777 exchange. The "check nine" tells you that 707-777-9999 
4s a pay phone. (After the three digit area code and the three 
digit exchange the first digit in the last four digits is usually 
a "9" indicating a pay phone although some of the newer pay 
phone exchanges are starting to use "8") 

Maybe now I should clarify the difference between scanning 
and backing. Scanning is usually sequentually trying numbers 
while hacking is randomly trying best bet numbers, While 
scanning or hacking up tandems, the thing to remember is 
never stay on longer than 3 to 5 minutes ata time. Always 

use numbers when scanning and stay away from all 
800 numbers or 555-1212 numbers as they are VERY unsafe. 
Do your scanning after 11 PM your time and remember if the 
trunk or code supes it can only cost you 25¢ at the most, Most 
of the time you will be getting tandem recordings and dropping 
cards like crazy which is why you should dial back in every 
3 minutes or 80. Normally, you don't ring numbers more than 
3-5 minutes if there's no answer.’The "schmuck" in the 4A will 
probably try to track you down because of all your card droppings 
and you shouldn't want to stay there sitting like a "duck" beep- 

ing into the phone. You could be traced but that takes time, at 
least 2-3 minutes, It usually takes 30 seconds to determine 
which city you are coming from but quite a lot longer to get 
your exchange. This ties up at least 3 people on your end and 
at 11 PM or later, those "schmucks" got better things to do, 
Since you are not ripping them off by using 800 numbers or 

actual validity. A considerable amount of scanning was er numbers, they really couldn't bust you anyway, and



  

if you fuck up and supe a few - so what! Your AMA won't look 
funny so the security department won't catch on. If someone 
does come on the line you will hear a high pitched tone around 
2,000 Hz and a few "clicking" noises, Remember, the guy in 
the 4A has to send an identifying tone to trace, This is a very 
soft 2,000 Hz tone. If this happens, STOP! 11 Hang up and do it 
again a few hours later or scan another tandem from another 
pay phone. 

Other uses include automatic rate information. For example, 
if you can scan around and determine the codes for day rate, 
evening rate, weekend rate, and coin control, you can Scan by 
keying KP-(Rate codes)-(Area code)-000-0000-(Area code)- 
000-0000-ST, The first area code and number are yours and 
the second area code and number are the number you're calling. 
‘The computer will then say "Rate-one, four, five-coast to coast 
current pay phone rate." This means $1.45 for the first three 
minutes, 

Here are some p1 ssions to try : 
000-009, 022-029, 032-039, 092-099, Skip 011 because it is 
for the overseas sender and skip 010 and 012-019 because 
these are reserved for TWX. (See TAP issue #49 for more 
info on TWX Phreaking.) Follow each code with 121, If it goes 
to an operator and she picks up, blow it off. Don't worry about 
not blowing her off fast enough. If you do your scanning from 
a pay phone, there's not a damn thing that she can do about it. 
Keep a log of all numbers and codes tried with results : 

Pass 1(121) Pass 2(111) Toll Verity 

  

022 opr 9143 yes 
027 opr 9148 no 
033 opr’ 9145 yes 
034 busy 2039 no 
056 busy 2167 yes 
099 opr 9144 no 

Step 1 - Go through the 3 digit codes via the progression ‘above 
using "121" after each code: KP-000-121-ST, KP-001- 
121-ST, etc. If an operator answers with the name of 
the city she is in, blow her off and mark "opr" next 
to the code. If you get a busy signal, 

Step 2 - Go through only the opr ones and add 111 instead of 121 
aiter the code. These will give different tandem record- 
ings, For example, 022 will give 9143, 

Step 3 - Find out which of the codes are for toll switching. To do 
this, add 182, 186, or 001-0CC and see if it switches 
overseas, Mark "yes" under TOLL column. 

Step 4 - Now go through all "0" and "1" codes with the suffix of 
a "busy" number, For example, let's suppose that 936- 
1212 is "busy" for you, Start keying in KP-000-936- 
1212-ST, KP-001-936-1212-ST, etc. If you hear a click 
and then silence, or a conversation, you have auto-verify 
and should mark a "yes" under the VERIFY column, 

Some of the codes in the "182" column will go through into 
the busy, There will be ones marked "yes" under the "182" 
column, After going through "0" codes, start on the "1" codes 
omitting 101, 121, 131, etc., then try the 18X codes and WATS 
translation codes, If you don't know them, it's easy to find them, 
just dial 800-XXX-YYYY. You get the XXX from your 800, pre- 
fix scan sheet. Suppose you're scanning 9141. You look for a 
9141 on your scan sheet and presto! You have 800-431-YYYY. 
Get a working number, preferably a computer or ARU if you 
found one and dial it, Blow it off and try ; 
KP-125-XXXX-ST where XXX is the last 4 digits of the ARU 
KP-135-XXXX-ST -tandem 
KP-145-XXXX-ST -tandem 
KP-155-XXXX-ST -tandem 
KP-165-XXXK-ST -Ring- Beep WE FOUND ITI! 
Make sure to log down this 165 code, remembering that the 
"5" is the Band #, 

After scanning the VAR code, do some further testing. You 
are looking for a click and if you find it, you've found a veri- 
fication code. Now you can tap lines in thatarea. Record the 
exchanges it works on, Will it work for the whole area code 
or just a specific city? Get to know its limitations. Is it . 
scrambled? Does it drop off in 10 seconds? Next you should 
scan the 5 and 6 digit codes, This takes the longest, Try these 
codes : 11000, 11999, 160-XXX, and 150-XXX where XXX is 

, mark down "busy" 

If you find something strange, play with it] Sweep it witha 
signal generator. Ask yourself, does it take MF, touch tone, 
2600? Shake it apart! Take every little piece and shake that! 
Atter you "tore it apart", then go looking for more. Use your 
imagination, intuition, ‘and common sense. 

A further note on tandem scanning - you might want to try 
to make contact with a “friend” at the 4A office. The phone 
numbers to the 4A offices are AC+958+XXXX if there are 
more than one 4A offices in the area code in question. San 
Diego is 714-958-042 while if all the dial is 714-958, you'll 
get San Bernadino. By the way, some central offices - 5XB, 
1XB, and step - will allow you to dial "1" and "O" as a 4th 
digit. For example : 
914-027-1211 will get you Peakskill, N.Y. 
914-182-1111 will get you an overseas sender 
212-121-1111 will get you a N, Y, inward operator. 
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GETTING HOOKED ON CABLE TV 

ED, NOTE: Connecting any type of wire to cables belonging 
to a Cable TV company or public communica- 
tions company can be construed to be "theft of 
communications" in many areas. This author 
does not support such interconnection or mod- 
ification or any illegal activities. The following 
description is provided for purely informational 
purposes only. All companies refered to are 
fictitious organizations invented by the author 

TOOLS for illustrative and explanatory reasons, 

Wire cutters 
Wire strippers 
Crimping tool 
3/8" Drill = 

} Try Radio Shack 3-way crimping tool 

preferably electric; a hammer drill speeds up 
drilling of heles in concrete or brick 

Bite for drill - 24" x 3/8" for concrete, 3" x 3/8" for 
wood and steel 

Screwdrivers ~ #1, #2, #3 Robertson (square) 
Standard slot type 

Wrenches = Adjustable, large eize 
Open end, 7/16" x 1/2" 
Pedestal (nut driver), 7/16" x 3/8" 

   

Vanmer 
Carpet knife 
Optional: Stapler (with wire end) 

Dash bit and handle (for making holes in concrete 
Stapler with cable adepter, staples 

EQUIPMENT 

Cable: #59 and #5%essenger 

  

F59 Connectors and rings 
Splitters: 1. Fél 

- 2 way 
= 3 my 
= 4 way 

  

   

  

Electrical tape 
‘SMT (Standard Matching Transformer ) 
For Drops: Span Clamp, Pole Hook, Iashing Wire Clamp, Drop 

Wire Hook, Ground Strap, Ground Wire (#14), 0B3 
and F590 Connectore, Hiatts (Gum, 3mm) 

INSTALLATION 

Start at your TV, You need an SMT to adapt most 300 ohn 
TV inputa to Cable TV's 75 ohm, Newer TVs have this feature 
built right in = just set the jumper wire or switch to 75 
ohne. The SMT 1¢ 4 small metal or plastic can with two 
epade luge for attaching to the TV. They're available in 
most electronic parte stores. 

Locate the nearest cable line, a 2" round wire thet snakes 
around your building, Make sure it's not the phone wire, 
Trace a known cable tv hookup from the set to outside, then 
determine what lines are what. Remember that tapping into a 
nearby line using a splitter may be illegal and can also 
deteriorate others’ reception if there are a number of out- 
lets already in the area or just if the general signal level 
is low (CATV service is not perfect), Irate subscribers 
watching lousy reception tend to call their local Cable TV 
serviceman who does a dB level check along the line and this 
could reveal any illegal or amateur taps. 

Unprofessional or sloppy self-connections are signals to 
the serviceman that a connection is illegal and these are 
usually subject to the sub in question being forced into 
paying by a elick, threatening saleaman, So the idea ia to 
practice before doing anything - you only screw yourself if 
you do something wrong, Also, since Cable TV is destined to 
become one big Pa Bell type company someday, your close ob- 
servation of equipment used and techniques employed can only 
Teeult in ultimate benefit for the people. 

The firet basic mistake of all amateur CATV installers is 
not knowing how to put an F59 fitting on the end of the cabl 
Here's how: 1, Cut end of cable, 

2, Strip outer ingulation for 14" carefully, 
Note presence of ground braid. 

3. Strip inner insulation 3/8" out from end of 
outer covering, 

4. Slip crimp ring over outer insulation, 
5, Pushetwist (gripping with pliers if necessary) 

protruding end of F59 fitting over inner insu- 
lation until outer covering meets with large 
Siameter part of fitting. Some installers make 
this easier by mashing the outer cable covering 

with the end of their pliers to soften and 
loosen it, 

    

@™ signal) on house end and detection by earphone prob: 

6, Crimp crimp ring 1/16" out from end of outer 
covering. 

7, Trim/eut inner wire 1/16" out from end of 
fitting. 

The gimmick in CATV installations 1e good manual dexterity 
end the ability to size up a situation so you can put a wire 
in the shortest distance between two points, Real professional 
work ip neat. Good fittings, 90° corners, solid grounds, etc. 
This ie what to strive for. 

There are a number of ways to beat the system: 
1, Share one line with one or more neighbors, Drill a hole 

in an inner wall and run to your set using a splitter, Try 
hiding the hole in adjoining closets and putting your ST 
there too, Run regular flat 300 ohm wire to your set, Looks 
like an ordinary aerial hookup, right? 

2, If they don't want to efiare, tell them you'll pay the couple 
of extra bucks if they get an extra legal outlet put in. 
You supply the TV or radio for the time of installation and 
Place it close to where you will drill a hole to your place. 

3. You're friendless. You'll just have to do it yourself, 
‘tuations. 

ete: It's usually unwise to tap 
Tor obvious reasons - vieibility 

      

(a) Suburban homes, hous: 
into-a neighbor's iine here 
of line mainly. You might as well inetall your own line. 
Locate the main line by tracing back a neighbor's from his 
house to the street or phone poles or wherever. Look very 
closely. Hie drop wire may run along the main line to a tap 
(Just a heavy duty splitter). Hook your cable into one of 
the outlets not being used, This comple of wire 

from house to tap is known as a drop. (See Notes on Drop 
and distinguishing cable line from phone line) 
(>) Downtown, hous multtpie family houses: Here it's 

easier pa neighbor, It's better to find the 
splitter on youre or a nearby house, If all the splitter 
tape are being used, get one with one more tap (for you) 

or put in a 2-way, by running a small piece of line to the 
input and putting 2 of the existing legal lines into it, 
DON'T YOU hook in here - these will be the suapect parties 

In 90% of cases, no signal deteric- 
Place, Besides, you will seem to be 

Use your imagination to hide your line's route. 

    

      

legal. 
Just remember, when a line goes into a hole in the wall, 
es destination io harder to trace, 
9) apertnentsy ‘High and Low Rise: Theee ere set up with 

a master tap box usually. [t@ location can be on the roof, 
4n a stairwell on each floor, in the meter room or in the 
garbage chute room, or finally, in the basement furnace 
room. This is the usual order of occurence. 

The Lines run according to their source, Outaide, down 
the side of the building ending in a loop outside a window, 
at appropriately located splitters or actually going into 
the apartment and terminated at an outlet box inside the 
wall. Inside runs go hallwaye covered with plastic 
mouldings to hide them. In this case, the line is probably 
juet outeide your apartment (or it could run into a closet), 
Variations exist depending on building construction. For 
example, using garbage chutes as a main run or any hollow 
running the length or width of the building. Newer apart- 
ments usually use pre-wired outlets. Where there ere 
mouldings outside in the hall, do this: Take moulding off 
care (the section right outeide your apartment) noting 
how it is attached. Find the nearest deadwended line. 
Drill a hole through the wall (preferably into a closet) 
benind the bundle of cables, If the cable has enough spare 
length, Just push 4t through from outeide, If not, put in 
an Fl connector outside and run a new 1ihe into your place, 

For outside lines - drill a hole through a window sill, 
bring the line inside, etc. (Drilling out through a wall 
may involve going through brick or hard concrete, a job 
for a hammer drill, So, stick to easy, soft routes unl 
you have the tool or patience for heavy surfaces) To ge 
signal, go to master box and hook in your apartment #, 
no ID tage ere present, put an audio buzzer or radio or 
output of your hi-fi to the apt, end of the cable. Check 
unhooked cables in the box using a radio earphone and al- 
Ligator clips until you hear something. If tox is inside = 
run, lines cen be split in the moulding to a live line with 
a minimum amount of trouble. Locate the splitter down a bit 
from the apt, entry hole eo it'll be harder to trace, Use 
the eame technique as before, YOU run direct and eplit 

Qther'g lines. If your main box has @ lock on it or some 
other security device, this method of splitting to live 
lines inside (past) it works quite well. 
(a) Haeumeuns eebtoe wireless subdivisions: 
Phoneco a Metal Tectangular box). Open using 
Pedestal wrench or nut driver of appropriate aize, Cables 
Uumually use lot mmber IDa = make gure it's a cable tap 
you've located, NOT a telephone-only tap, The metal door 
elides up. Unmarked lines can be traced using a buzcer (or 
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THE DROP: How to do it Right 

Definition: installing a drop wire (Messenger 59 or BC6) 

—qsw' from the line tap to the structure where outlets 
are to be located. 

Procedure 

“Pian the installation first. 
Tocate the tap, Deeide on the wire run and pace off the 

relative distance to house/bldg, for line length. Look for 
possible exterior ground locations in deciding where and how 
to place attachment, (See Grounds) Carry enough 59 cable to 
complete all interior work anticipated. Don't forget interior 
ground possibilities. 

Size up interior cable run, Leave 6! at TV and run to exit 
hole (inside GND? ~ run past cold water pipe), Put SMT on IV 
and cable, 

Place ladder at TAP (be careful) and Drop wire at attach- 
ment location. Put on 59 cable end while on the ground, it's 
easier, Separate drop wire from main cable for about a foot, 
Strip end and bend, Put on ID tag nos. Climb ledder, Tem- 
porarily attach wire to the strand (loose mot). Using wrench, 
place lashing wire clamp on metal strand near tap and tighten 
firmly. Attach pre-bent lashing wire to it and tighten, Make 
eure you have a sufficient drip loop for cable from separation 
to tap (about a foot), Put a plastic tie or tape at lash 
wire/eable separation, Next, put a span clamp on at the proper 
leeation ( 2 - 8 90 run at strand to attachment location 

tach wire to strand when run~ 
Separate lash wire fron 

         

  

ning along it at 4 foot interva: 
   cable with a knife very carefully for about a foot where it 

passes span clamp, Wrap lashing wire 2 or 3 times around span 
clamp hook, Put ties or tape at separations of lash wire/cable. 

  

Place ladder at attachment location, 
Use a drop wire hook (ramshorn), Put an anchor in if attach= 

ment is to mortar, instead of wood, 
Strip lashing wire from cable and wrap it around ramshorn 

2 or 3 times and then twist back to drop wire, If drop is 
taut (only a foot max sag in 100 feet), cut or have cut the 
reraining cable below the ramshorn to about 3 feet, Form a 
drip loop back to the cable just after the ramshorn and tle or 
tape in place, Cut the end of the cable square, put on a 59 
connector. Then use an F8l connector or splitter, running 
cable(s) to entry holes and using hyatts for attaching the 
cable to the mortar between the bricks. Don't forget the 
ground! 

Note: Pole attachments 
If a telephone pole is used as dropwire attachment, 
remember to put a pole hook in the side of the pole, 
not the face. The side has the rungs or is parallel 
with the strand, 

  

GROUNDS, 

One common area of inspection is grounds. According to Specs, 
nll cables must be properly grounded. This can be doue at the 
following locations depending on the specific conditions. In 
order of preference: 

1. Cold Water Pipe (copper): either before outside shutoff 
tap or any point on line after. 

2. Cold Water Pipe (galvanized): before winter shutoff 
only (usually inside), or at any interior point before it, 

3, Electrical Stacks: at a reasonable distance (one to two 
feet) from power input. 

4. Ground Rods: must be fully inserted into the ground next 
to building, 

Note:-All pipes used as grounde must be completely sanded/ 
scraped to bare metal, for 75% of their circumference. 
All paint, rust, corrosion, coatings removed. 

~Ground straps must be tight and inmovable by hand and 
#14 ground wire used. 

~Grounds After Splitters must be jumped using £596 and 
ground wire. 
Alternative methods utilize a ground wire and GB3's. 

le passing over water pipe shortcut: uee a GB3 on 
cable and strap directly to cold pipe using GB3 screw/ 
mut. 

  

  

  

ABOUT, INSTALLING 
It's not easy. Use your eyes before you do anything. 
Practice beforenand in your basement. That's how cable 
companies teach their installers. Monkee-see, monkey=do. 
Be neat. 
Read How to Eide Almost Anything by David Krote, It'll 
help you get eneakier, 

A study hy the General Accounting Office, 
government watchdog for Congress, bas con: 
cluded that 7 per cent of ail the mail being 
distributed today by the Postal Service is being 
sent to the wrong address. 
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COUNTER CONTROL 
  

THE BIRTH CERTIFICATE -PART 1 
_——_——e— by Agent MDA 

To exercise counter control effectively on 
landlords, bankers, police, Pa Bell, and other 
opp! ors, it is often necessary to have    
false I,D, Sources for false ID are scarce, 
but almost anyone can make their own ID using 
easily accessable supplies and equipment. 

Here is an overview of tne process: 
1. Obtain a birth certificate (BC) 
2. Make some xerox copies of the BC. 

White-out and paste-up on one of the xerox copics, 
blanking out the typed-in information to 
make a Master Copy (MC) 

er Copy to run off as many blank 
BC}s as desired. 
Make or obtain a seal similar to the one on 
the original BC. 
Finish the documents- apply seal, trim excess 
paper, apply rubber stamps, signatures,etc.; 
as needed. 

  

    

The above process is relatively simple to 
comprehend, but doing it is a lot of hard work 
as some steps are more difficult to accomplish 
and are time consuming. Some tips on details 
may be helpful. 

First, a good quality BC to use as an 
original to make the Master Copy from can be 
obtained by sending for your own BC or by 
borrowing one from a friend. A BC that is 
black print on white paper works best. Some 
BC's are black print oncolored safety paper 
(check type paper) and will make good copies 
on some machines and unusable copies on others. 

Second, the type of copy machine you are 
going to use is important. The "wet copiers” 
like the kind you find in many libraries make 
grey slimey copies that are unacceptable. 
A “dry copy” machine that prints on regular untreated 
paper is recommended. If you have trouble 
finding a dry copier try the yellow pages under 
copy or duplicating services. Xerox makes 
several machines that will print on almost any kind 
of paper, including safety paper and card stock. 
IBM makes some copy machines that have a 
lighter/darker copy feature that is useful 
in eliminating shadows blemishes in the background 
of your copies. 

The first duplicate copies you make of the 
BC will be used to prepare a Master Copy. 
"White-out or Daisy” correction Fluid is used 
to cover the typing over and to remove other data you 
don't want on the Master. Scissors, rubber 
cement ,T-square ,Papercutter,and other paste-make-up 
accessories will help produce better copies, 
but are not essential. The people at graphic art 
stores are generally very helpful and will 
give you some useful paste-up techniques tips if 
you should have any difficulty. 

The MC when prepared right should look like 
a blank BC form. Run a test copy of the MC and 

make scerrections on the MC as necessary, ie, 
white-out shadowed areas, blemishes, etc. When 
you are satisfied with the copy, run off as many 
as desired. The excess paper should be trimmed 
from your copies and you should try to make it 
look as close as possible to the original. A 
paper cutter with board and a rubber stamp kit 
with resettable type almost necessary at this 
point, although a scissor and typewriter will do 

in a pinch. All that is needed now is to add 
the s of the County Recorder, or a reasonable 
facsimile, to make the homemade BC complete. 

     

  

   

    

   

   

  

1978 CC CODE 

1254567890 
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the 7th digit



COUNTER CONTROL 

THE BIRTH CERTIFICATE- PART 11 
‘by Agent MDA 

Here's a list of equipment and supplies 
needed: 

1, 2 blocks of "FIMO" modeling clay $2.00 
2. 1 pint plastic casting resin 4.50 

(hardware,paint or plastic wholesaler 's) 
3. 1 "OFFICIAL" seal handpress with 

insert (yellow pages under “seals' 5.00 
4. 1 set of reverse letter punches 33.00 

3/16 inch or smaller (Look in the 
yellow pages- "tools, Industrial 
Wholesale". this item may have to be 
special ordered.) 

5. 1 jar of rubber cement +75 
6. "Krylon" or other silicone spray 2.25 
7. Regular unhardening modeling clay 1,00 

Items 1-4 may not be easy to locate and it 
will save consideravle time finding them thru the 
yellow pages. 

Here is an overview of the manufacturing 
process: 
1. Roll PIMO clay into a sheet 1/8 inch thick. 
2. Make a shallow impression of the seal border 

into the FIMO using a male seal plate which is in 
the seal press. ( The male plate is the one 
with the raised surface on it.) 

3. You now have a border of a seal in the FIMO- 
use the reverse letter punches to make the 
lettering within the border. Draw a picture 
in the center of the seal similar to the one 

you are trying to copy. Most seais have a 
picture in the center- books and a scroll, a 
star, a tree, buildings, mountains, etc. The 
drawing does not have to be impressed in the 
clay very deeply in order to come out good. 

4.The plate you've just made is a female-all the 
letters pictures and border are indented. 
Trim off the excess FIMO around the edges of 

the border and bake in the oven according to 
the instructions on the FIMO package. FIMO 

when baked turns into a hard rubber like sub- 
stance, and your plate is now very durable. 

5. RoIl flat some regular modeling clay. 
Put your female seal-plate on the clay 
lettered side up. Spray lightly with silicone. 
Using some more modeling clay, encircle the 
female plate with a little dam about 1/2 inch 

high, making a cup around the disk of the 
female plate. 

6. Pour plastic casting resin 1/8 inch thick 
over the female plate. This will make the 2nd 
half of your seal-the male plate. 
one half of your seal will be FIMO, the other 
half will be plastic, 

7. When the plastic hardens sufficiently, 
separate the two plates. If you used silicone 
spray before you poured the plastic, the two 
plates will come apart easily. 

8. Rubber cement the two plates into the "insert", 
put the insert into the handpress, and make a few 

test seals on paper. 

The male seal plate that is to be used to 
make the initial impression in the FIMO (step 2) 
has to be worked on. 

If you buy the Official Seal Hand Press, 
Modes 1-K, try to buy it with blank plates-it's 
much cheaper and easier to work on, One side of 
the "insert" will have a female brass plate with 
a border on it, and the other side will have a blank 
piece of plastic on it. To make a male plate 
with border, just lock the hand press closed and put 
the whole thing in an oven heated to about 425. 

The blank piece of plastic will melt into the 
brass plate and you will have a good blank 

male plate with border to impress into the FIMO. 
If you are using the plate from an already 

made seal (MooseLodge, Notary, etc,),you will 
have to scrape the useless lettering off with 
a file, emeryboard, etc. A moto-tool does a good 
job of grinding off lettering. All you want is the 
border to impress into the FIMO- the lettering is 
done by pressing the reverse letter punches into 
the space between the margins in your FIMO copy. 

Check the impression your seal makes in the 
paper. It should be an even impression, clear 
readable, and have all the lettering, borders, and 
picture raised toward the printed side of your 
document. 

If the seal impression is so strong that it 
xips the paper, you are either squeezing the 
hand press too hard or you have made your 
lettering into the FIMO plate too deep. Not a 
strong enough impression in the paper means the 
lettering in the Fimo pate is too light. 

Weak spots on the seal can be made to impress 
the paper more strongly by rubber cementing small 
pieces of paper on the back of the flexible FIMO 
plate of the seal. 

Often a letter is too raised and punctures 
the paper. This can be corrected by filing down the 
raised letter on the plastic male plate with an emery 
board. 

Making seals this way is an art- the 
i a, the picture in the center of the 

assthald BBs" GoRe py hand. It may take several 
tries before you have a useable seal but 
once you master the process additional seals are 
quickly and easily made. 
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with a screw loose. 
Co 

When ofiials at Winter Park High Sebool r= & () 
turned from the boiday weekend, they found the 
place littered with doorknobs, electrical outlet 

plates, toggle switches end other equipment. 
Someone had unscrewed every screw be could 
reech, 
Some ofthe unscrewed pleces were miing, but 

vo other damage was done 
‘The culprit “‘must have spent hours, or else 
there was an army of therm,” Assistant Principal 

Barnard Bell sald yesterday 
‘School malntenance crews spent moet of the 

the school beck together 
“ical were ture bow the vandal gon, bt 

  

  

     


